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ABSTRACT
Epidemiological simulation environments produce extremely
large quantities of scientific, numeric digital objects. Traditional digital libraries and services fail to effectively support
simulation-based tasks. The requirements for this class of
digital libraries can be described through formal definitions
of content, users, and services. The set of definitions provide a basis for developing a simulation supporting digital
library. Using formal definitions, services may be described,
implemented, and reused. User studies are used to quantify
the efficiency gains in DL generation, usability of services to
complete tasks, and support for designing and conducting
simulation experiments.
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1.

matching scores. Metadata generation and data mining applications also do not take advantage of the structured nature of simulation-based content (e.g., known, well-defined
input and output formats).
Three computational epidemiology applications motivate our
efforts in simulation content management; EpiSimdemics [1],
EpiFast [2], and OpenMalaria [17]. This class of epidemiological models require large social networks (e.g., human
populations at the continental level), HPC resources (e.g.,
grids and clouds), and large storage systems to store rapidly
generated content. Petascale storage systems are in place for
a variety of domains including the internet archive’s PetaBox
storage system, scientific research centers such as CERN,
and national laboratories. As petascale simulation applications become widespread, large-scale content management
and retrieval requirements are being tackled by research
groups without prior experiences or expertise in designing
and implementing these types of systems.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling and simulation research groups generate extremely
large amounts of scientific content. Computational epidemiology is a simulation domain that studies the health of populations. With parallel simulation models and high performance computing (HPC) resources, epidemiological researchers produce large amounts of data, often without appropriate technologies to cohesively archive, manage, search,
and disseminate scientific content. Data management is
needed for public health research, medical and census records,
synthetic populations, graphs and networks, and content
from a simulation workflow. Common stages of a simulation workflow produce collections of model ontologies, input configurations, result datasets, result summaries, analyses, documentation, annotations, and publications. Traditional digital libraries and services are not well-suited to
handle primarily numeric content. For example, indexing
and retrieval algorithms for scientific content cannot rely on
previous work in developing full-text indexing services that
include term frequencies, thesauri, dictionaries, or partial-

A Simulation Digital Library (SimDL) is needed by simulation groups to manage the entire staged set of structured
simulation-related content. Digital libraries in this context
must archive previous results, enable collaboration at experiment stages, provide provenance for content, and provide
a mechanism for discovery and data mining. Our goal in
developing SimDL is to a generate a formal, reusable, and
component-based digital library framework to be deployed
by simulation groups. The focus of this work is on automatically managing large amounts of scientific content while
enabling discovery and retrieval. This focus is motivated
by the challenge of managing large-scale, rapidly-produced
simulation content across multiple epidemiological domains.
What is needed is a DL that communicates with cyberinfrastructure components, manages simulation based content,
and supports simulation research tasks.

2.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This work attempts to answer the following questions. What
constitutes scientific and simulation content? What tasks
for scientific content, simulation systems, and cyberinfrastructures can a DL support? What simulation-specific service implementations are required by researchers? How are
these services formalized, discovered, and used by DL designers? How does a simulation-based DL perform in comparison with a traditional DL?
The process for answering these questions consists of for-

mally proving the following statements in the context of
simulation-supporting digital libraries.
Statement R1: Formal descriptions of simulation-based
content, services, and users exist and can fully characterize
this class of DLs.
Statement R2: Formal descriptions of DL components and
functionality can be leveraged to produce and deploy DL instances with the stated capabilities.
Statement R3: Simulation-supporting DLs can provide interoperability through simulation-specific services for tasks
such as UI generation, infrastructure functionality, component communication, and managing experiments.

vices; developing multiple instantiations of the framework
for a cyberinfrastructure and local institutional infrastructure; and evaluating the effectiveness of the set of functionality provided by the framework. A formalized description of
SimDL and simulation content is presented in [10]. Formal
definitions of simulation-specific services have been identified, implemented, and presented in forthcoming publications. These service definitions describe the minimal set of
user tasks required by simulation-supporting DLs. The definitions are used to describe interactions between users and
the infrastructure as well as the pattern of tasks. The service
components of SimDL are shown in Figure 1.

Statement R4: Efficient service implementations can be
specialized for simulation content (e.g., graph-based indexing
in a cloud service).
Statement R5: Case studies and user studies effectively
evaluate SimDL functionality and deployment processes.

3.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Efforts to enhance scientific data management practices have
been a major focus for eScience and cyberinfrastructure groups
over the last several years. Several examples of scientific
data management include earthquake simulation repositories [8], embedded sensor network DLs [3], community earth
systems [6], D4Science II [11], mathematical-based retrieval
[18], chemistry systems [12], national research data plans [9],
and science portals [15].
Numerous workflow management systems exist but are not
tailored specifically for simulation workflows. Standard workflow technologies include business process model and notation, Kepler [13], Taverna [16], Triana [14], and Pegasus [5].
Computational epidemiology workflows consist of model design and software implementation by model developers as
well as study design, input configuration design, simulation
execution, result summarization, analysis execution, analyses gathering, publication, and policy decision making by
public health researchers. Each portion of the workflow may
be defined in an ontology that is used to define a minimal
set of SimDL services.
Currently, there is a significant lack of deployable digital library options for simulation research institutions. Existing
digital libraries lack a means of communicating specifically
with cyberinfrastructure components, provisioning numericbased services, automatically constructing content metadata
records, supporting simulation-based tasks, and allowing federation across simulation systems, models, and model versions.

4.

SIMDL

SimDL, once completed, will provide a digital library application with novel services to directly support the epidemiology community. The process for constructing SimDL includes formally defining content, services, users, and user
tasks; identifying the minimal set of simulation-specific services; implementing simulation-specific services; defining a
framework for composing generic and simulation specific ser-

Figure 1: System components in SimDL.
Prototype installations of the SimDL framework are currently in development for (1) a cyberinfrastructure for network science applications including epidemiology, (2) two
public health research institutions, and (3) immunopathology simulation models. Several case studies are used to guide
the development and evaluation of SimDL. A specific cyberinfrastructure, CINET, and several local infrastructures at
research institutions provide the initial set of environments
for SimDL to support. These environments were selected
as representative samples of possible use cases of SimDL.
A brokering system is used for SimDL communication with
other infrastructure components, see Figure 2. Evaluation
of the sufficiency of formally-defined services, effectiveness
at supporting user tasks, and comparison to traditional digital libraries remains an ongoing effort. All epidemiological

domain information is encapsulated in model version specific schemas and ontologies. SimDL may be extended into
other domains through the simple provision of new domain
ontologies. Future efforts will be aimed at evaluating the
suitability of SimDL in other domains.

proposed in parallel work. Thus, full formal descriptions of
users, content, and services have been produced.

5.2

5.3

Figure 2: SimDL architecture and broker system.

Building an index structure for SimDL requires the federation of multiple domains, simulation models, types of content, and collections. An index graph structure has been selected to allow for generic indexing of documents and users,
‘nodes,’ and relationships of metadata terms, ‘edges.’ Cliques
and motifs may be identified in the collection’s index graph.
Arbitrary overlay networks can also be created to build graphs
to be used in specific services, e.g., a personalization service
based on a graph of similar users and the documents they
retrieve. This digital library is anticipated to support the
minimal tasks required by the epidemiological research community.

5.

METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION

The five proposed research statements must be proven to
evaluate the suitability of SimDL for scientific settings. Prototype designs, proofs, and implementations have been completed for R1-R3. Several simulation-specific services and
the evaluation studies remain as current work.

5.1

R1. Formal Descriptions

Theoretical foundations for users, content, and services provide a means of explicitly defining digital libraries. With
these definitions, services can be implemented and reused
between DL efforts. The 5S framework [7] and the DELOS
reference model [4] have been proposed for defining digital
libraries. Here, the 5S framework notation is used to define
SimDL while making use of previous definitions. Content
including schemas, model-ontologies, input configurations,
sub-configurations, results, analyses, and experiments have
been formally defined for SimDL [10]. User roles were also
defined for SimDL including tool builders, administrators,
systems, study designers, analysts, annotators, and explorers. Formal definitions of simulation-specific services for
browsing, collaboration, curation, dissemination, metadata
extraction, provenance streams, and search have also been

R2. Implementations

Formal definitions of services, in 5S notation, include an informal description, required inputs, produced outputs, service pre conditions, and post conditions. The process for developing a service includes task identification, definition, and
implementation. After service definition, developers have
leeway to implement the service however necessary as long
as the input format, output format, and conditions are met.
Further work is required to determine if the current definition notation is sufficient for guiding the implementation of
services.

R3. Interoperability

As shown by the multiple DL.org working groups, numerous
types of interoperability exist. SimDL supports user, architecture, and functionality interoperability through simulationspecific services. SimDL provides an API to allow user interfaces to store and request content. A generic interface has
been built using this API to display content related to individual epidemiological models. Thus, users have consistent
interface presentations between models and systems. Architectural interoperability is provided through the brokering
system communication with external components and infrastructures. With architectural interoperability, SimDL may
be integrated into multiple simulation infrastructures that
can provide adaptors to the brokering system. Functional
interoperability is attempted through formal definitions of
the inputs, outputs, pre conditions, and post conditions of
services. With formal definitions of service inputs and outputs, it may be possible to form compositions of interoperable functions. However, formal definitions of services have
not yet been proven to provide complete service interoperability. With sufficiently defined services, it may be possible
to form service interoperability validation and registries.

5.4

R4. Simulation-Specific Services

Simulation-specific implementations of a set of services are
required by SimDL. As an example, a graph-based indexing
service can be defined and implemented to support a variety of other internal DL services. With a graph of content,
metadata, and users, cuts can be identified in the graph to
produce service-specific graphs with a pertinent subset of
nodes and edges. In a rating service, a weighted graph can
be produced consisting of user and content nodes where each
weighted edge represents a numerical rating given by a user
for a particular document. Another graph with only user
nodes can be used to identify cliques of similar users. Combining these two graphs can produce a recommendation service where similar users are suggested highly-recommended
documents from similar peers. Efforts are currently underway to implement a graph-based indexing service using scalable graph mining algorithms to be executed as a cloud environment DL service. The full set of simulation-specific service implementations will be integrated within SimDL with
the complementary set of generic services.

5.5

R5. Evaluation

The functionality of SimDL services and the deployment
process require evaluation to prove R1-R4. User and case

studies are needed to answer the following questions.
• How effectively can the research groups used in developing the prototypes and other epidemiology simulation groups make use of SimDL?
• How does SimDL and its services improve efficiency in
comparison to existing systems?
• What are the performance gains with comparing designing and running experiments with and without SimDL
services?
• For the educational community, how well can educators carry out educational activities with managed content and simulation connections?
• What is the reduction in effort when integrating SimDL
within an infrastructure versus implementing customized,
institute specific processes, e.g., saved lines of code and
development time?
• Is there a standard methodology to running experiments in simulation groups (e.g., study design, results,
analyses, data mining, and publication)? How does
SimDL support this from end-to-end based on the effort and hours required to create a study and execute
an experiment?
• What additional functions are provided through SimDL
in comparison with existing workflow, digital library,
and management systems?
• How suitable is SimDL for non-epidemiological domains?

6.

CONTRIBUTIONS

The ability to successfully integrate SimDL prototypes into
multiple infrastructures has implications for simulation and
DL research groups. Epidemiology research groups can evaluate the suitability for installing SimDL or identify sitespecific requirements needing SimDL extensions. The DL research community is provided with an example of an end-toend definition-to-production DL as well as novel designs and
implementations of scientific services (e.g., network graph
indexes).
This research makes the following contributions to DL and
simulation communities:
• formal 5S definitions for a class of scientific digital libraries;
• definitions and implementations of novel digital library
services for simulation management;
• efficient indexing and storage of structured simulation
content using graph algorithms and cloud resources;
• foundation for a simulation-services registry;
• deployable SimDL framework to support simulation infrastructures and workflows; and
• three fully-fledged, practical SimDL instances.

7.

FUTURE WORK

Formal definitions for content, services, and users have been
completed along with many service implementations. Early
prototypes of SimDL have been implemented for managing
individual simulation models and the cyberinfrastructure.
However, functionality for some services is currently in development, and integration requires tight coupling through
assumed brokers. Quantification of the interoperability for
users, architecture, and content has yet to be determined.
Services are currently being organized into a registry for discovery and reuse. While the general simulation-supporting
digital library framework has been well described, developing all three full deployable instantiations is ongoing. Case
and user studies are planned to evaluate the completeness
of SimDL services for supporting required user tasks.
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